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Abstract
A theorem of Bannai and Sawano shows that certain four-weight spin models exist if and only if
certain quasi-3 designs exist. We verify that the known quasi-3 designs, other than SDP designs, do
not give rise to four-weight spin models.
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1. Introduction
The concept of a spin model was introduced by Jones [9]. The concept was generalised
to two-weight spin models by Kawagoe et al. [10], and further generalised to four-weight
spin models by Bannai and Bannai [1].
Guo andHuang [8] considered certain types of four-weight spinmodels,which they called
“four-weight spin models with exactly two values onW2”. They showed a connection with
symmetric designs. Bannai and Sawano [2] showed that the existence of a four-weight spin
model with exactly two values onW2 is equivalent to the existence of a quasi-3 design with
certain properties (see Theorem 1 below), strengthening the result of Guo and Huang [8].
In this note we investigate whether the known quasi-3 designs, apart from SDP designs,
satisfy these additional properties. None of them do. In a separate article [3] we investigate
SDP designs.
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2. Background
We refer the reader to [2] or [1] for the deﬁnition of a four-weight spin model, and to [7]
for the basic properties of block designs.
A symmetric design is said to be quasi-3 for points if the number of blocks incident with
three distinct points takes only two values. Such designs seem to have been ﬁrst considered
in [6]; see also [5] for a survey of quasi-3 designs. We shall say that a symmetric design
is quasi-3 for blocks if the number of points in the intersection of any three distinct blocks
takes only two values.A design is quasi-3 for blocks if and only if the dual design is quasi-3
for points.
In [5] Broughton and the second author have surveyed the known (at that time) quasi-3
designs. These fall into the following categories (up to complementation):
• Projective geometries PG(d, q).
• SDP designs.
• Biplanes (square designs with = 2).
• Kronecker products of quasi-3 (4u2, 2u2 − u, u2 − u) designs.
We now state the result of [2].
Theorem 1 (Bannai and Sawano [2]). LetW2 = A+ (J − A), where , are distinct
nonzero complex numbers, and A is a (0, 1)-matrix with the property that each row and
column has exactly k ones, where 2kn − 2. Let X be a ﬁnite set with n elements, and
let D be a real number satisfyingD2 = n. ThenW2 deﬁnes a four-weight spin model if and
only if A is the incidence matrix of a symmetric (n, k, ) design D(X,B) which satisﬁes
the following three properties:
(1) D(X,B) has only two triple intersection sizes for blocks, which are









(2) For any set S ⊆ B of four blocks, an even number of the four 3-subsets of S have
triple intersection size x.
(3) There exists a 1–1 correspondence  : X −→ B with the property that for any three
points a, b, c ∈ X, the number of blocks containing {a, b, c} is |(a) ∩ (b) ∩ (c)|.
Moreover, if conditions (1)–(3) hold, then , and W1 are determined by D and k. In
particular, =− if and only if n= 4q2, where q is an even integer.
It is clear that a design satisfying condition 1 is quasi-3 for blocks.
It was pointed out to us by several people at the Irsee conference that condition 2 is
equivalent to B being the point set of a regular two-graph (see [7] for the deﬁnition of
regular two-graph). A regular two-graph yields a strongly regular graph. It is well known
that a quasi-symmetric design also yields a strongly regular graph. Thus, a design satisfying
conditions (1)–(3) of Theorem 1 will give rise to possibly two strongly regular graphs.
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However, it is not hard to see from the constructions (which can both be found in [7]) that
these graphs are the same.
Condition (3) is certain to hold if the design has a polarity.We do not know if the converse
is true.
Guo and Huang [8] point out that the (16, 6, 2) SDP design satisﬁes conditions (1)–(3) of
Theorem 1, and thus gives an example of a four-weight spin model with exactly two values
on W2. Bannai and Sawano [2] showed that the other (non-SDP) (16, 6, 2) designs do not
satisfy conditions (1)–(3) of Theorem 1.
In this notewewill verify that the knownclasses of quasi-3 designs listed above (excluding
SDP designs) do not satisfy all of conditions (1)–(3) of Theorem 1. In a separate article [3]
we investigate SDP designs.
3. Veriﬁcation
In this section we will check that the known classes of quasi-3 designs in [5] (apart from
SDP designs) do not give rise to spin models via Theorem 1.
The classes we must check are
• Projective geometries PG(d, q).
• Biplanes (square designs with = 2).
• Kronecker products of quasi-3 (4u2, 2u2 − u, u2 − u) designs.
1.Projective geometries PG(d, q): The point-hyperplane design PG(d, q) is quasi-3 with
y = . Using the expression for y in Theorem 1 we obtain
k2 − k + = k− k + + (k − )
√
k − ,
which when rearranged gives k2−k+=0. This implies k=1 and =0, which is a trivial
case. Thus PG(d, q) does not satisfy condition 1 of Theorem 1.
2. Biplanes: Since  = 2 we must have x = 0 and y = 1. Using the expression for x in
Theorem 1 we obtain
2k − k + 2− (k − 2)√k − 2= 0.
This gives (k+ 2)2= (k− 2)3, yielding a cubic polynomial for k. The only integer solution
is k = 6, and it follows that the only biplanes which can possibly satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 1 have parameters (16, 6, 2). As we mentioned in the previous section, only the
SDP (16, 6, 2) design with those parameters satisﬁes all three conditions.
3. Kronecker products: Let H be a quasi-3 (4u2, 2u2 − u, u2 − u) design, and let K be a
quasi-3 (4w2, 2w2−w,w2−w) design. ThenM=H⊗K is a quasi-3 (4(2uw)2, 2(2uw)2−
2uw, (2uw)2 − 2uw) design, as shown in [4]. The triple intersection sizes in H are xH =
u(u− 2)/2, and yH = u(u− 1)/2, with corresponding values for K and M.
Suppose that H does not satisfy condition 2 of Theorem 1.We will show thatM does not
satisfy condition 2 either.
Let F be the 4× 4u2 matrix representing four blocks in H that do not obey condition 2,
i.e., an odd number of triples of these blocks have triple intersection size xH .
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Then, up to a permutation of rows and columns, there are four blocks in M that can be
represented by the 4× 4(2uw)2 matrix
FF . . . FFFF . . . FF ,
where there are 2w2 − w F ’s, and 2w2 + w F’s.
If three of these four blocks are chosen corresponding to three blocks in H having triple
intersection size xH , then the triple intersection size will be
(2w2 − w)(u2 − xH )+ (2w2 + w)(xH ),
which is equal to xM . Similarly, the triple intersection size yH inH yields a triple intersection
size yM in M.
It is of course possible that a design satisﬁes conditions 1 and 2, but not condition 3,
although no examples of this are known. Condition 2 seems the most stringent. We have
so far only checked condition 2 for the Kronecker product class, and not condition 3. To
ﬁnish, we brieﬂy discuss condition 3.
If H and K both satisfy condition 3, then H ⊗K will also satisfy condition 3. The proof
of this is clear: a choice of three points in H ⊗K is equivalent to a choice of three points
in H and a choice of three points in K, and the property follows.
However, we have found an example of two designs, neither of which satisﬁes condition
3, but whose Kronecker product does. The example is D, DT, and D ⊗ DT, where D is a
quasi-3 (64, 28, 12) design whose dual designDT is quasi-3 but not isomorphic toD. Since
D ⊗ DT has a polarity it must satisfy condition 3, but we have checked that neither D or
DT do. All of these designs obey condition 1, but none obey condition 2.
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